
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Lamed Beis 
 

MISHNA 

• If 2 brothers are married to sisters, and Reuven then dies, and then Shimon’s wife dies, Shimon 
remains assur to Reuven’s wife forever, since she was assur to him for the time before his wife 
died.  

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The earlier Mishna taught this Halacha already!? In fact, the earlier Mishna was a bigger 
chiddush, because in that case there were 3 brothers, the third of which was not married to a 
sister and therefore could have done yibum to Reuven’s wife, so Reuven’s wife was still subject 
to yibum when Shimon’s wife died, and still the Mishna said that she remains assur to Shimon. If 
so, in this Mishna, where there is no 3rd brother keeping her subject to yibum, surely she would 
remain assur to Shimon!? A: Originally the Tanna taught our Mishna only, because he thought 
that in the case of the previous Mishna she would become mutar to Shimon. He then decided 
that she would be assur to Shimon in that case as well. Since that case is the bigger chiddush, he 
taught that Mishna first. Although our Mishna is truly no longer needed, since it was taught, it 
does not get removed.  

• A Braisa says, if Shimon had bi’ah with Reuven’s widow (while Shimon’s wife was still alive), R’ 
Yose says he would be chayuv for living with an eishes ach and for living with an achos ishto (he 
holds that “issur chal ahl issur”). R’ Shimon says he would only be chayuv for eishes ach 
(because of the rule that “ein issur chal ahl issur”). 

o Q: Another Braisa says that R’ Shimon says he would only be chayuv for achos ishto!? A: 
In the first Braisa the case was where Reuven had gotten married first (so the issur of 
eishes ach existed before the issur of achos ishto) and the second Braisa is discussing a 
case where Shimon got married first.  

o Q: According to R’ Shimon, where Reuven was first to get married, and therefore the 
issur of achos ishto never took effect for Shimon, if Reuven dies without children why 
can’t Shimon do yibum, since Reuven’s wife never became assur to him as an achos 
ishto, and the issur of eishes ach has been removed for yibum!? A: R’ Ashi explains, the 
issur of achos ishto doesn’t disappear. It “hangs in the air”, and when the opportunity 
for it to take effect comes about (i.e. when the issur of eishes ach goes away to allow for 
yibum), it takes effect at that time, thus preventing the yibum.  

o Q: A Braisa says that if one did an aveirah which can carry 2 punishments, he receives 
the more stringent punishment. R’ Yose says, he gets the punishment for the first 
attachment that came upon him. Another Braisa explains, if one lived with his mother in 
law who is also a married woman, if she was first assur to him as a mother in law and 
later as a married woman (she was single when he married her daughter), then he gets 
punished for the aveirah of living with a mother in law. In the reverse case, he is 
punished for living with a married woman, but not for living with a mother in law. We 
see from here that R’ Yose does not hold that issur chal ahl issur!? A: R’ Avahu says, R’ 
Yosef agrees that by an “issur mosif” (where, for example, the woman is becoming assur 
to more people with this new issur), that we would say issur chal ahl issur. 

▪ Q: This would explain why R’ Yosef says he would be chayuv for both when 
Shimon married his wife first and then Reuven married his wife. In that case, 
since she is becoming assur on all the other brothers, she becomes assur to 
Shimon as an eishes ach as well, even though she was already assur to him as 



achos ishto. However, in the case where Reuven got married first, why would 
the issur of achos ishto take effect on the issur of eishes ach, since it is not an 
issur mosif!? The fact that Shimon becomes assur to all the other sisters does 
not make it an issur mosif, rather that would be considered as an issur kolllel!? 
A: Rava and R’ Yochanan each say, that in truth R’ Yosef does not mean that he 
would be punished for both aveiros (because ein issur chal ahl issur), rather we 
consider it as if he did both aveiros, even though he is only punished for one of 
them. The practical implications of that would be that we would bury him 
alongside the complete resha’im. 

• The Gemara says, that the question of whether an issur would take effect on another issur when 
the second issur is a more inclusive issur (issur kollel), is actually the subject of a machlokes. The 
Gemara begins a long introduction to show this is the case. The Gemara first quotes 3 cases of 
machlokes. 

o If a non-Kohen does the Avodah on Shabbos, R’ Chiya says he is chayuv for 2 aveiros – a 
non-Kohen doing the avodah, and for doing melacha on Shabbos. Bar Kappara says he is 
only chayuv for one. R’ Chiya explained, the issur melacha on Shabbos was only 
removed for a Kohen who does the Avodah, and therefore this person is chayuv for 2. 
Bar Kappara explained, that the issur melacha on Shabbos was removed for doing of the 
Avodah, and therefore this person is only chayuv for having done the Avodah as a non-
Kohen.  

o If a Kohen with a mum did the Avodah while tamei, R’ Chiya says he would be chayuv 
for 2 aveiros – for doing the avodah with a mum, and for doing the avodah while tamei. 
Bar Kappara says he would only be chayuv for one. R’ Chiya explains, when the avodah 
is permitted to be done when tamei (in certain circumstances), it was only so permitted 
for a Kohen without a mum to do. Therefore, he is chayuv for both. Bar Kappara 
explained, when the Avodah was permitted to be done when tamei, it was permitted for 
all. Therefore he is only chayuv for having done the avodah with a mum.  

o If a non-Kohen eats a bird korbon that has been killed with melika (killed with the 
Kohen’s thumbnail from the back of the neck), R’ Chiya says he would be chayuv for 2 
aveiros – eating a korbon, and eating meat from a bird that wasn’t shechted. Bar 
Kappara says he would only be chayuv for one. R’ Chiya explains, when melika was 
permitted for eating, that was only permitted for a Kohen eating a korbon, and 
therefore this non-Kohen would be chayuv for 2. Bar Kappara says, melika was 
permitted in the circumstance of korbanos, and this person would therefore not be 
chayuv for eating a bird with melika, since he is eating a korbon. He would only be 
chayuv for a eating a korbon altogether, since he is a non-Kohen.  

 


